
 

 

Yesterday we had a recap with adding and subtracting money. 

Another useful skill to be able to do is to quickly estimate how much money you either have or need, or how 

much change you will receive. It is hard to do specific calculations in your head, but by estimating, you can get a 

good idea of the rough amount pretty quickly. 

An estimate is a good guess – to do this we will need to remember how to round numbers up and down. 

We will practise this skill first, and then apply it to money to solve some problems. 

 

To find out how to estimate an amount to the nearest pound (£1) 

1) I have £3.25. How much money do I have to the nearest pound? 

The first thing we need to ask ourselves is how many whole pounds do we know we have? 3 

Now we need to think about whether our amount is closest to 3 or closest to the next whole pound which is 4. 

To do this, you need to look at how many pence you also have – 25p 

It is the number of pence that you have that will tell you whether your amount is closest to 3 whole pounds or 4 

whole pounds. 

Use a 0-100 number line if you need to (which represents the number of pence in a pound), and mark where the 

number of pence comes. You now need to work out whether this is less than half way along your number line or 

exactly halfway and above. 

Remember the rhyme: High 5 or fall to the floor. 

High 5 – if the number of pence starts with a 5 or more (ie 50p or more), you will round up to the next whole 

pound (4). If not, you will fall to the floor or round down to the lower whole pound (3) 

 

 

 

In this example, 25p is less than half way along our number line, so we will round down. 

£3.25 to the nearest pound is £3 
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2) I have £13.53 in my purse. How much money do I have to the nearest pound? 

Look at the whole pounds you have – this tells you which two whole pounds our rounded answer will be. (13 or 14) 

Now look at the number of pence you have. Is this amount 50p or more? Or is it less than 50p? Because it is 

more than 50p, we will round up to the next whole pound - £14 

£13.53 to the nearest whole pound is £14. 
 

 

3) This picture shows how you would work out the cost of the cake and the bread to the nearest pound. 

There are less numbers included on this number line, but again, you look at the number of pence you 

have, and ask yourself whether it is less than 50p or exactly or more than 50p. 

 

 

Once you are confident rounding amounts to the nearest pound, you will be able to quickly work out how much a 

number of items cost: 

 

 

Today’s tasks will challenge you – you will need to work carefully, remember the process and read the question 

carefully! 

As always, there are three different levels of challenge. Hot is the easier level which is probably more suited 

to Year 3 or those of you in Year 4 who might feel a bit wobbly and want to get their confidence. Move onto the 

next challenge level if you feel ready for it!  
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CHALLENGE (tricky – take care!) 

  Question 1           Question 2 
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